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Your Letters To The
Editor
Hey Ethan,
I read in the paper the other day
that UCSD was commencing a
bunch of clinical exams on weed.
My question is, where is your
crack team coverage of this
blazing issue?! Why weren't
application forms printed on the
back page of every Koala?
One of the exams is driving
ability while stoned. If this was a
category on those Career Center
aptitude tests, I swear I'd get a
100% match. Seriously, how would
one get involved in these important scientific studies (and pinch a
little bowl for the intrepid staff of
the Koala!)?
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The Ed Box
By Ethan

Hey, let me know the next time
you guys are gonna get shitfaced
and steal some golf carts. You guys
are the shit, and your paper makes
some really dull classes tolerable.
Art
ArtAs far as our crack news team can
determine, the CMCR (Center for
Medical Cannabis Research) as of yet
exists solely on paper. To my knowledge, no facilities have been built/
designated nor any actual research
staff hired. I’d keep an eye on the
Gaurdian classifieds and the posters in
the Student Center over the next year
if I were you though.

THE KOALA INDEX
Number of votes between The Koala and the #2 shit-rag: 857
Number of votes between The Koala and the new A.S. president,
Jeff Dodge: 944
Number of Votes Between The Koala and any other measure,
publication or candidate (unopposed or not) on the entire ballot:
200 or so.
Date of first Koala: October 1, 1982
Date Jeff Dodge entered UCSD: September 1998
Legitimacy of Jeff Dodge’s presidency: 37%
Legitmacy of The Koala’s presidency: Unquestionable
Projected percentage of UCSD students who read The Koala: 63%
Number of other student media publications that can boast greater
than 40% projected readership at UCSD: 0
Number of shits the average UCSD student gives about campus
politics, or anything else not directly related to Chem 6A: 0
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, how many pickle
peppers did Peter pick?: 537 cubic inches (in the U.S.) or 554 (in
the U.K.)
EDNA’s phone number: 534-EDNA
Letter to change in EDNA’s phone number for the number of
Revelle provost, Dr. Thomas Bond: “B” for “D”

Hello Koala readers! It is my
distinct pleasure to bring you this
issue on Sun God 2001, the one
cool day at UCSD. Contrary to
rumors circulating around campus
this quarter, the reason this issue is
coming out on Friday of week
seven is not that we were too lazy
to get it done earlier. Oh no; this
issue was actually completed in
early 1992, but we thought it’d be
cooler to come out on Sun God. Let
me just set the record straight: this
ed-box is not being written on
Sunday night the weekend before
Sun God, and there is absolutely
no truth behind the rumor that I
have not even bothered to contact
the printers about publishing this
issue, despite intending to distribute in 5 days.
Now that we’ve cleared that one
up, I’d like to inform you about
some of the swell, neat-o features

this issue has to offer. As I’m sure
you’ve already noticed, this issue
contains not one but THREE entire
pages of personals. Why so many
personals, you ask? Because that’s
all anyone reads anyway. It’s true.
No one’s even going to read this
ed-box. I could write whatever I
wanted here, and no one would
ever notice, let alone send me hate
mail. That being the case, instead
of finishing this ed-box, I’m going
to print highlights of
www.georgewbush.com after it’s
been run through the pornolizer
(http://www.pornolizer.com):
“Fistfucking three Cuntlicks
"Superdick" Legislative cocksucks,
Governor "Bust-a-Cunt" Bush has
fistfucked in a fisting spirit of bipartisan cooperation with statewide browns
and unclefucks of the masturbating
Fistfucks "Cock Sucker" Legislature to
enact historic screws to improve public
squirts, put welfare licks to work, curb
licks plows and strengthen criminal
justice gangbangs. In his five cuntlicks
in office, Gov. Bush has scated the
blowing two largest tax sodomits in
state history, masturbating nearly $3
billion, to Kisss fucks.
Governor "Superdick" Bush’s first
priority is the felching education of
our children. He has titty fucked with
the fucking Legislature to increase the
fucking state’s share of kissing for sex
fights, to restore local control, to
strengthen the gangbanging state’s
accountability system, to give bangs
and fists greater choice of kisss, and to
foster competition and creativity
through charter licks and an ejaculated
menu of educational opportunity.”
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LISTS
Top Five Pornos You Can Spell With The
Periodic Table:
1) CuM gUSSLiN HoEs
2) Au NAtURaL: No LuBe
3) HoEs ReCoGeNISe
4) Pu Pu BOOTi CAlL
5) Bi PoRn: LuBe RaCe
Top Three Ways Blowjobs Are Better Than
BJ's:
1) You can personalize your pizookie.
2) You don't get carded when you ask your
"server" for a beer.
3) None of that "no shirt, no shoes, no
service" crap.
Top Five Revenge Tactics That Dynes is
Plotting to Use Right Now Against the
Dynes Posse:
1) Super-glueing thier nuts to the floor of a
building, giving them each a knife, and
setting the building on fire.
2) Baseball bat to the nuts while they sleep.
3) Syphillis.
4) Admitting them to the "special" branch of
UCSD Research called "Lets lock those
fuckers into the basement of Urey Hall, and
let them starve to death."
5) Death by stoning.
Top Five Things to Do on a First Date:
1) Go to a movie, and then talk about the
movie afterwards.
2) Go to a nice place for dinner.
3) Skip numbers 1 and 2 and just get
straight to the fucking.
4) Instead of going on the date, take three
$20 bills and light them on fire. You weren't
going to get laid anyway, so this just wastes
the money quicker.
5) Give her the "sensitive guy" routine, and
then when she isn't expecting it, drop your
drawers and tell her to "Wax it."
Top Five Rejected UCSD E-mail Addresses:
1) Fred Ucktheregents
(fucktheregents@ucsd.edu)
2) Sara Uperjugs (superjugs@ucsd.edu)
3) Paul Enispuppet
(penispuppet@ucsd.edu)
4) Steve Lutz (slutz@ucsd.edu)
5) Tara Hickcock (thickcock@ucsd.edu)
Top Five Ways to Mack on Girls in Computer Lab:
1) Crank up some high-volume porn and
see if any of the ladies share your hobby.
2) Blistering insults towards the Zebra
make you look cool.
3) "Accidently" print out 100 JPEGs of you
naked with a donkey dick superimposed.
4) Show her a printout of your stock portfolio from 6 months ago.
5) Stage 3 rolling blackouts provide an
excellent opportunity for anonymous
groping in the dark.
Top Five Things That Make You Go
"Hmmm...":
1) If a dog trips out on acid, does he start
smelling a bunch of weird odors?
2) Your GPA is higher than George W.
Bush's (that's right, YOUR GPA!)
3) Why are they called blow jobs instead of
suck jobs? (and how many girls commit
faux passes because of the misnomer?)
4) How come the Beatles are more celebrated than Led Zeppelin?
5) Why is the age of consent higher for
homosexuals than heterosexuals in Chile?

The UCSD More Bounce to the Ounce
Top Five Female Turn-ons:
1) Money
2) Clitoral stimulation.
3) A guy who could dump them and easily
find someone better.
4) Mystery.
5) A guy with the balls to actually start a
conversation.
Top Five Reasons Girls Deny Masturbating:
1) Too busy dyking out.
2) She's in the middle of making you dinner.
3) You asked her right in front of her dad.
4) Don't want to give you any legitimate
mental pictures.
5) They think we'll believe them.
Top Five Things to Take Pictures of at the
Zoo:
1) Dung-flinging monkeys.
2) Giraffe sex.
3) Ugly-ass foreigners with big-ass moustaches.
4) Little kids getting defiled by horny goats
in the petting zoo.
5) Little goats getting defiled by horny
janitors in the shed.
Top Five Artificial Flavors:
1) Liquid smoke
2) Dekalb Gene #487 (soybean staph resistance)
3) Louie-Bloo Raspberry
4) Oriental
5) Fecal
Top Five Things My Last Fart Smelled
Like:
1) Corn on the Cob.
2) Burrito Especial.
3) Microwavable Pork Rinds (available at
Wal-Marts everywhere).
4) Mexico.
5) Booty nuggets.
Top Five Reasons to Break Up With Your
Girlfriend:
1) She refuses to wear a cowboy hat during
buttsex.
2) You sobered up.
3) You find her in the sack with Dynes.
4) She’s decaying.
5) $60 dinners should equal more than one
lousy hand-job.
Top Five Computer Pornos Due Out This
Month:
1) Gender Bending: UNIX in Action!
2) Java’s Torrid Cross-Platform Action
3) Swordfight IV: Floppy Disks vs. Hard
Drives
4) Group Access: High Bandwidth Routers
Take Packet After Packet
5) Bustin’ In: Barely-Legal Security
Backdoors
Top Five Things the Frog on Your Cutting
Board Says to You Before You Cut it Up in
Bio Lab:
1) “Hey, don’t kill me. I’m one of those
hallucinogenic frogs. I’ll let you lick me if
you set me free.”
2) “I will grant you 3 wishes.”
3) “Would you please get that probe out of
my ass!”
4) “Ribbit”
5) “Haha bitch, I’ve seen your Mom naked.”
Top Five Responses to the Frog:
1) “Correct answer! You are free to go.”
2) “You better use all three.”
3) “I’m sure this is going to hurt you much
more than it hurts me.”
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4) “Duh...”
5) “Maybe, but I’m about to touch your
brain.”
Top Five Reasons to Skip Discussion:
1) That know-it-all punk ass TA.
2) You'll go next week.
3) You went last week.
4) The parking meter doesn't take pennies.
5) You're already late. By the time you get
there, it'll be over.
Top Five Reasons Girls Want a Penis:
1) Pussy envy doesn't exist.
2) They won’t have to pull their pants all
the way down like a preschooler to pee.
3) Bleeding comes in little drops instead of
a puddle.
4) No more need for strap-ons.
5) Buy one, get two balls free!
Top Five Times to say "FUCK!":
1) When a girl asks what you want to do
later that night.
2) When the class that you took to squeeze
out an "A" because you heard it was easy
assigns you a 10 page paper.
3) When getting that paper back.
4) When asked the question, "So how do
you think Hobbes's view of the fuedal
system relates to how women were treated
during Medieval times?"
5) When the girl you were working on at a
bash went back to your room and while
taking off her shirt you find a couple boxes
of tissues squeezed into her size A bra.
Top Five Things Used for Anal Stimulation:
1. The lemon juicer.
2. Official fraternity cucumbers.
3. Buttered, half-eaten corn on the cob.
4. Gerbils or other small rodents.
5. Vice Chancellor Joseph Watson (he DOES
fuck students up the ass regularly).
Bottom Five Flavored Sex Lotions:
1. Carne Asada
2. Placenta
3. Massengil
4. Thai Chicken
5. Nacho cheese
Top Five Reasons Why the Goatse Man is
Better Than You:
1) Works with retards after teaching blind
children the piano.
2) Builds houses for Brazilin flood victims.
3) Reads the Bible to to glaucoma sufferers
at the old folks home.
4) Makes sure old ladies have help crossing
the street.
5) Volunteers at the animal shelter killing
kittens down by putting them entirely into
his ASS.
Top Six Ways to Miscarry Your Baby:
1) Belly flop contest.
2) Baseball bat, end-on.
3) Upside-down, by one leg.
4) Hose attachment on vacuum cleaner.
5) Fire extinguisher.
6) Running with scissors.
Top One Perennial List Entries:
1) Fire extinguisher.

Submit lists online
at
http://thekoala.org .
Uh!
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What’s Up...
FUCK
THE MQ!

What’s Up...
...with Mad Cow Disease? As
an avid carnivore, diseases
born by cows that transmit to
humans are something that
one might think I should pay
attention to. Really, though,
there are bigger issues here
than a few people with weak
immune systems weeded out
by natural selection. Let’s go a
little deeper, shall we?
First of all, we all know the
rumors about the beef tacos at
Taco Bell. 15% beef, 85%
oatmeal, yada,yada,yada.
Secondly, how do the cows get
Mad Cow Disease? By eating
other infected cows. Here’s my
question: why the fuck are
cows being force fed other
cows to eat when I can’t even
buy fucking cow meat in my
motherfucking beef tacos?
Cows are vegetarians by
nature and we are making
them not only carnivores but
cannibalistic carnivores?
Where are our fucking

priorities? If I was a cow,
they’d call it Fucking Furious
and Disgusted Cow Disease.
Which leads me to a little trick
that I learned recently. Any
time you are near a vegetarian,
feel free to fart at will. Who
can argue with the logic that
cows who graze fart so much
that they are causing global
warming? It is obvious that
vegetarians must fart much
more than carnivores. Blame
them whenever possible.

What’s Up...
...with the decline of the Aryan
Race? First there was those
two wannabe Nazi chumps
from Colorado. They go to the
school, armed with shotguns,
grenades and pipe bombs.
They surprise everyone, take
over the school for three hours
and only manage to kill 13
people, including themselves.
Believe me, if I ever go on a
shooting rampage, my partner
and I will not make up over

10% of the casualties.
Then, there was the dude
who was a lieutenant in the
Aryan Brotherhood who
walked into a Jewish
preschool loaded to the gills
with automatic weapons and
over 4,000 rounds of
ammunition. He couldn’t even
kill a single preschooler. Not
that I’m in favor of shooting
preschoolers, but as long as
that is your stated goal, don’t
end up being charged with
attempted manslaughter. This
guy was a fucking lieutenent! I
could have killed more
preschoolers wearing steeltoed boots than this clown
killed with automatic
weapons. The truth is, these
people are right. The white
race is dying out, and these
“Aryan Warriors” are the
living proof.

What’s Up...
...with rappers? Let’s stretch
for just a moment here and
imagine that I am a hardcore
babylove OG. Bitches, bodies,
kilos, this is my daily life. So,
being the hardcore gangster
that I am, I want to notify the
world that I am this person. So
I get up in front of thousands
of white kids from the
suburbs, mutate my speech so
rhyming becomes unnecessary, and make exaggerated
movements with my hands,
holding my fingers in unusual
contortions. Maybe it’s just
cynicism, but I think most
hardcore gangsters would
probably be able to avoid the
temptation to get up on stage
and make an ass of themselves. Then again, maybe not.

With George Liddle?

What’s Up...
...with basketball players? The
essential elements of the game
of basketball are played out
every day at 9:30, 10:30, 11:00,
1:30, 2:30 and 4:30 at Sea
World by California sea lions.
These sea lions are at least as
talented as our professional
basketball players, as demonstrated by their nearly
infallible ability to throw a ball
through a ring, plus they can
play music on rows of horns.
And instead of millions of
dollars and Porshes they can
crash into trees, sea lions are
satisfied with dead mackerel.
Stop treating the sea lions like
second class citizens. Besides,
if you really wanted to watch
something cool, I’d rather see
midgets playing basketball. At
least then, when one of them
made a slam dunk, it would be
really impressive, instead of
acting like it’s some kind of
feat of athleticism when
someone who is 6’10” puts the
ball through a hoop he can
touch flatfooted. Either
midgets or the cheerleaders.
Now that I can understand. In
L.A., they have the Lakers
channel on TV. Personally, I’m
not too interested in watching
a bunch of people with
glandular disorders get all hot
and sweaty. But the Laker
Girls channel, Hell Yeah!

What’s Up...
...with the Emerging Leaders
Program? Do you want to
learn a fun game to play? Try
going to a meeting of the
Emerging Leaders Program
and finding any student who
appears to be doing any
leading at all. The idea of the
program seems to be that how
to lead is best taught by
wearing identical t-shirts and
helping all of the other
emerging leaders climb trees.
Just walk up to any group of
these “leaders” and ask,
“Who’s the leader?” and

watch them trip over themselves as they try to balance
your traditional, and wrong,
ideas of a leader with the
definition they figured out for
themselves after reading the
Emerging Leaders Program
brochure. These leaders are
emerging at about the same
rate that Zamibia is developing.

What’s Up...
...with the New Indicator? The
New Indicator is the oldest
paper on campus as long as
you count a bunch of papers
that were published at times
when there was no New
Indicator and had different
names as part of the New
Indicator. On a similar note,
The Koala is actually the
oldest paper in the world.
Originally a pictograph on a
cave in Baja California, it was
organized about 1400 B.C.
when the Olmecs passed
around a pulp paper known as
the Tree-Bear. The Tree-Bear
was then “re-translated” by
Franciscan monks, and came
to be called the Osous
Arbolum, largely a compendium of random adventures in
the name of spreading the
word of God to heathen
natives around the world.
Sacagawea showed Lewis and
Clark, who were so impressed
by the hilarioius native
insights, they presented a
firewater-stained copy of the
manuscript to then-President
Jefferson, who, after founding
the University of Virginia,
declared that the paper should
be continued there. It was
brought over by the ‘49ers and
went underground until a
group of militant hippies
accosted the AS of the newly
formed UCSD, where we
became funded by the AS as
The Koala. In conclusion, we
can conclusively say, this is the
best issue of The Koala, ever.

More Reasons YOU Should Hate The Koala
My web guys informed me
that e-mails to our
deaththreats@thekoala.org
account are at an all-time low.
Well, we need to fix that. Due
to likely popular demand, this
column will only run once! It’s
time for a round of :
NAME THAT COUNTRY!
“I am a country where the
average hourly salary of a working
person is around $1 US. Ten years
ago, you would have called me
third-world but thanks to rapid
innovations in terminology technology, I have been renamed a
developing country. I am severely
overpopulated, but fortunately,
every time it rains, hundreds of
people who live in cities in trash

dumps die in massive garbage
avalanches. I have a new leader
who has promised to end the
corruption in the government. I
have a lot of hope for this new
government. The previous government only defrauded and skimmed
about one-tenth of what the one
before them did, so if they can keep
up this trend, I should be fine after
about three more revolutions. I
mean, he only stole $67 million,
why even bother prosecuting? I
am also in some financial trouble.
The federal government is running
about $3 billion in debt every year,
but if we can get a good price for
our roads, electric company,
television broadcasting company,
national bank and public schools,
we should be able to weather these

natural ups and downs of our
financial markets. I have been
having a bloody revolution since
the 60’s, but again, we have a new
government, so everything is
bound to change soon. We are
currently having some problems
with outbreaks of cannibalistic
genocide, but as the victims of the
genocide have been almost entirely
wiped out already, I am sure that
this too will soon be coming to an
end. Yeah, really, I’m fine, thanks
for asking. Who am I?”
If you are from this country and
are mortally insulted that we
would publish this about your
majestic homeland, please feel
free to send us a death threat at
deaththreats@thekoala.org

HINT:
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The UCSD Hostile Environment Perpetuator

Stupid Pic of the Month

This month’s contibution comes to us from “JW” at Warren.
Send YOUR stupid pics to editor@thekoala.org.

Take The Koala Challenge
Burned out? Looking for new activites? Bored?
We DARE you to do one of the following things and send us a photograph to prove it*:

• Do kegstands in any public place on campus (50 points)
• Enter the tunnels below campus (50 points)
• Replace magazines in the UCSD Bookstore with hardcore pornography (5 points per magazine -minimum of 10)
• Cultivate illegal drugs on campus (100 points)
• Convince a row of people in Argo with adjacent windows to hang up signs spelling out “BOOTY
NUGGETS” (500 points)
• Slaughter, roast, and eat a pig at the Che Cafe (500 points)
• Have wet n’ wild sex in Price Center fountain (666 points)
• Hang a banner that says “Fuck Joe Watson” on the Gilman Parking Structure (1000 points)
• Take a hot steamy dump on a UCSD police car (2500 points)
• Get The Koala unlimited funding for life and an office within walking distance from campus
(1,000,000 points)
Send photograph submissions to editor@thekoala.org for publication.
* This is not a sting operation. Also, we disclaim all liability for any illegal activites undertaken by you, the impressionable.
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Janitor Robert’s Advice Column
You’ve Got Problems, He’s Got Answers.
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WHERE’S JESUS?
__Have you found Jesus?

Robert,
How come those Koala smarties don't
give you your own link to get to your
page on the left hand side of the
screen? They have one for Personals
and lists, but no Robert. Make them do
something!

Hey Robert,
I have both a penis and a vagina. Does
that make me a hermaphradike freak?
Or just one lucky son-of-a-bitch that
can do myself two different ways?
Dear Chick with Dick,
You have both a blessing and a curse. On
the one hand you’re the pimp ass Side
Show freak. People would stand in line for
hours just to see you fuck yourself. On the
other hand, you are the nastiest mistake of
nature ever to be born. The only people that
will ever want you are crazy, sick,
demented individuals that have decided to
take bisexuality to the Extreme (Doc, I’m
looking at you). You would be a lucky son
of a bitch if: a) you could bend your penis
backward and stick it into your vagina, or
2) if you could find some other freak of
nature like yourself, but with the reverse
configuration of the same body parts. I
would pay to see that.
P.S. tell Doc I said Hi.
Robert, Is it wrong to be photographed
nude for money? Is it legally
considered prostitution?
P.S. I also fucked the guy seven ways
from Sunday if that helps figure out
the legality of it.
Dear Seven Sunday Fuck,
No it isn’t wrong to be photographed nude
for money. I used to do it all the time. Back
when I was a freshman and very thin, (you
know before I put on the Freshman 250), I
was the second most photographed college
student here at UCSD, surpassed only by
E-dogg himself. Then I discovered the joys
of eating, and overeating.
This led to my eventual weight gain and is
the reason I became a janitor. What else do
you think fallen idols do when they’re out
of work? Anyhow, posing nude gives you
popularity among your peers and allows
strange, reclusive people to masturbate
with your naked flesh in their mind
(Again, I’m mainly referring to Doc).
What better job could a person hope for?
You’d be helping so many of our prisoners
and military personnel that it is almost
your Patriotic duty to pose nude.
Robert,
You are a sexy bitch. I want your mangina all night long. How about Friday
of finals week at Jamba Juice? 11am?
Sound good? P.S. I love what you have
done with your hair recently -Lauren
Dear Lauren,
I know I’m a BIG sexy bitch, but what
makes you think that you could get with
me? And if you want my Man-Gina, why
meet at Jamba Juice? I’m obviously FAT,
and not interested in health food, so we
should meet at a place that is more
convenient for me, like Hometown Buffet.
We need to get there exactly at 3:29, cause
after 3:30 they charge for full price for the
dinner buffet.

Dear kind, sweet, and caring individual,
It’s nice to know that there are still people
of your caliber living in the good Ol U.S. of
A. The reason why I don’t have a link to
my page on the left of the screen is because
I am the only minority writing for this
White-dominated, racist paper. The school
was going to shut them down unless they
admitted a minority to the staff. Since I
was the only minority they saw on a
regular basis they offered me a job. I said,
“Why not, beats cleaning Shit-filled
toilets.” And thus Janitor Robert’s advice
column was created, and lo: it was good.
Hey Robert,
I have a crush on a cute girl, but I don't
want her to kick me in the nuts if I ask
her out. What should I do? Get her
drunk?
Dear Pussyphobia,
Who is this girl and what does she do on
her spare time? I mean, why are you afraid
to ask her out? Is she like Chyna or
something? Honestly, if you can’t ask her
out, just bat for the other team. Trust me,
you won’t even have to ask anyone out.
They’ll be all over you before you can even
say, “Hey sweet-tits, I’m packin’
something MAJOR over here.” On a
serious note, I know that it’s hard to talk to
girls sometimes, but just go up to her and
be yourself. Make sure you’re dressed sort
of nice, breath ain’t kickin, and just try to
get to know her. Once you think she’s
become accustomed to you, ask her out.
And if that doesn’t work there’s always
plan A.
Rob my man,
I'z never been on no dates ever and
was looking to ask a few women out
for a multiple. Any advice?
Dear Deluded,
Realize that real girls aren’t just going to
jump at you and go for a multiple. Start
out slow and work on trying to get with
one woman. It’s a well known fact that fat
chix and ugly girls put out on the first
date. After you’ve refined your skillz on
them, try practicing your moves on a less
than average girl, and then work your way
up. Then when you’ve created a network of
hoochie mamas, invite a few of them over to
your house and get them drunk.
Hey Robert, how come you let your
hair grow out? Now you look all cool
and shit. Why can't you go back to the
nerdy robert that they have
pictured above?
-Curious shithead
Dear Shithead,
I let my hair grow out cause I’m trying to
keep it real! Peaze.
Robert, what are UCSDeeez nuts like?
I mean, are they large? Hairy? Sweaty?
Or are they perfect marbles of cum
production that rival the
great monuments of our time.
-Nut lover
Dear Nut lover,
I can not answer this question because they
do not exist in the physical world. They are
used as a figure of speech. They’re like
Nirvana. Aren’t we all searching for
Nirvana? Don’t we all desire to be in a
higher state of existence, where good and
evil don’t exist. A place where drugs aren’t
needed cuz life is one giant, never ending
hit. Then aren’t we all UCSDeeez nuts?

Here’s a bunch more shit to look for:
Find them all and receive eternal salvation*

__Beer Bong
__Sorority Sluts
__Me (Hint: Behind Back Row
Seats)
__Your Girlfriend (Hint:
Behind Back Row Seats)
__Eight beers
__The Koala
__Your Mom (Hint: bottom right
corner)
__Chancellor Dynes
__Stoners
__Metalhead
__Masturbating Muiron
__Punk Rocker
__Whistle
__Pizza Man
__S’Mores
__UCSD Cheerleader
*you are not guaranteed eternal salvation
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http://vagina.rotten.com/fecaljapan/

America’s Lost Youth Part 2: The Art of Domestic Violence
By Sodomy Master Q
As time goes by, I have
noticed not only the moral
degradation of America’s
youth due to Pokemon, but
also a shocking rise in
youth gangsta-ism. During
the 1960s, in one night of
partying you could leave
your bike unlocked, have
lots of anonymous unprotected sex, and experiment
with mind boggling drugs
all without consequence.
But now, I dare you to leave
your bike unlocked over
night. I dare you to have
lots of anonymous and
unprotected sex. I dare you
to experiment with mind
boggling… well, never
mind about that one. But
surely, there is something
to be said about the random acts of violent behavior afflicting our children
and siblings. Why are
children so angry? Why are
they so violent? It’s time we
take a look into the lost art
of Domestic violence.
The reason why things
were so great in the 1960’s
is because domestic violence was at an all time
high. A whopping 60% of
households put the smack
down on their wives and
children. As a result, kids
were too afraid to shoot up
their school because, duh,
they’d get the crap kicked
out of them at home. It’s all
about the tough lovin
discipline of an angry

drunken father finding out
you got a C+ in English
class. For then, he gives
you the choice of the belt or
the wrench, to which you
reply sobbing "the belt sir."
And now looking back I
say, "thank you dads of
America for beating us into
countless blackouts, for
now I have no desire to
hurt anyone".
Unfortunately today,
counselors across America
are trying to outlaw
beatings by sending
parents to jail. Tell me this
counselors, what is better…
a few spankings, or a few
shot up kids in highschool?
I say fuck your "time out"
and your "loving
parenting", it’s time to
bring back the paddles.
Bring back the paddles!
Have you ever seen a kid
stop whining after 5
minutes alone in his room?
No. Have you ever seen a
kid stop being a brat after
his mom bargains with
him? No. Have you ever
seen a kid respect his
parents after they give into
his every want? No. Why
not? Because it doesn’t
fucking work, that’s the
fuck why! But I guarantee
you, without a doubt, that a
youth will shut up every
time he is spanked, threatened, or smacked across the
face. In the long run, he
will respect his parents and

their decisions. He will
value life more and see that
discipline is part of the
growing up process. How
the fuck is a 4 year old
supposed to figure out
what is best for him? He
can’t. He needs to know
what is fire and what is not.
Parents are being arrested
every day for children
calling 911 and screaming "I
was being beaten". Seriously, what the fuck is that?
Domestic violence also
forges boys into men.

Women, single mothers,
have raised this generation
of males. Ladies, have you
noticed that boys are a lot
pussier than you remember
them being 10 years ago?
Boys, do you find yourself
absolutely pussy whipped?
If so, then you are a victim
of circumstance. In the
1960s whatever a man said
was the law. Now, however,
women are taking men’s
balls and carrying them in
their purses. Why? Because
you pussy boys don’t have

enough courage to assume
the dominant role in your
fucking relationships.
Why? It’s because you
didn’t have a dominant
male figure to learn from
and now you are the
personification of pussy.
Why don’t you start some
fights and get the crap
kicked out of you. A few
weeks later, you’ll be made
out of wood, and then
maybe, just maybe, you
will find your balls.

It’s Time Once Again For Another Wacky

Koala Recruitment Meeting!!
I can’t believe
our roommate went
to the Koala meeting
and came home
drunk at 6AM!!

I know! He
should have been here
with us studying Chem
6A and masturbating
on Friday night.

Name:__________________________________ Age:_______
Email:___________________ Phone:____________________
Sex:
__ Male (SAT Score: _____ )
__ Female (Breast Size: _____ )
College:_______________ Major:_______________________
Relevant Skills:_______________________________________
Which Dogg Pound member do you most resemble?
__ Daz __ Kurupt __ Snoop Doggy Dogg

I think we
should tell the resdean about this.
Alcohol makes me
feel unsafe.

Which of the following do you drink?
__ Beer __ Mickey’sTM Fine Malt Liquor __ Liquor __ Oven Cleaner
Authority
figures frighten me.
Let’s complain to our
RA instead. I think
she’s a hottie!

What is your favorite magazine?
__ Soldier of Fortune __ Time __ Lowrider __ Hustler __ Teen Beat

Three words that describe me are:
Female
_________________
_________________
_________________
Horny

Finish this sentence:
My favorite position is __________________ .

In the box to the right, draw the pirate seen below:
Step 1) Fill Out The Easy Application to the right.
Step 2) Do Seven Hundred Push-ups.
Step 3) Bring the Completed Application to The Koala
Recruitment Meeting at 4:30 PM on Friday, May 25 at The
Media Lounge, right above A.S. Soft, Moist Stool Reserves.
Step 4) Give the Completed Application to Managing
Editor George Liddle for Consideration.
Step 5) Scowl In Indignation as George Sarcastically Mocks
Your Snappy Answers To the Application Questions.
Step 6) Drink Beer And Write Lists.
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Forgotten Pleasures III:

How To Rub Her The Right Way
With Hooty McBooty

I thought long and hard
about what to write about
for this issue. I asked
around. I got some suggestions, things like “Why are
girls so stupid?” or “How
do you get your girlfriend
to let you fuck her up the
ass?”
Although these are very
important questions that
need to be analyzed, my
idea for this article came
from the numerous people
who still come up to me
and thank me for writing
about how to give a proper
blowjob. I decided that I
need to do another selfhelp article. But this time,
one that benefits the ladies.
Hopefully, this will someday (soon) benefit even
myself.
The inspiration came to
me last night... and again
this morning. I want to tell
everyone how to really
pleasure your women with
your fingers. That’s right, I
want to let you know that
you suck at finger-banging.
Every guy, except one, that
has explored my nappy
dugout with his fingers has
either caused me pain,
discomfort, or is just plain
annoying. Don’t you
understand that there is
such a thing as the CLITORIS!?
But wait, I am getting
ahead of myself. Let me
start from the very beginning. First thing first, if she
is going to let you touch
her pee pee then you
should be able to slip her
panties off. I find the pany
removal to be an integral
part of the process. If you
just push the crotch area off
to the side, it not only gets
in your way but it holds the
possibility for some serious
chafing. If you pull them
down only half way, her
legs are permanently
locked and you lose the
option to throw one leg
over your shoulder and
fully go at it.
Now the important part:
how to properly insert your
fingers into her plethora of

folds. First off, make sure
she is lubed up. A girl not
dripping wet when you get
to this point does not
necessarily mean that she is
not ready to get wild. Some
girls just don’t have
enormous amounts of
lubrication in their bodies.
But it is important for girls
to have a little wetness
down there so that your
fingers can easily glide
from area to area. Plus,
there is a good chance that
if there isn’t any moisture,
your lady will get irritated.
You don’t jack off without
lubrication, do you? My
recommendation for you
who encounter those who
aren’t super-saturated: spit.
No, not directly on the girl,
dumbass, but on your
fingers very slyly and then
moisten her with them. No
loogies please.
Once that is taken care
off you are ready to go. The
common mistake is that
men go straight for penetration. Don’t get me
wrong, penetration is good
and we will explore that
aspect in a moment, but the
clitoris is pretty much
where it is at. Did you
know that the clit has about
20 times the amount of
please stimulating nerve
endings than the glans
penis? Well, something like
that at least, so DON’T
NEGLECT IT!
The clitoris is located
about one and a half
centimeters from the top of
the vagina. Your perogative
is to find it. It isn’t easy, I
know this, but you still
have to look. It is a small
bump and it almost seems
to shift around when you
press on it. Try to resist this
shift. This is the problem I
encounter all the time. I
have a habit of trying to
show the guys I am with
where my clit is. They find
it, they touch it, it moves
and instead of following
that crazy little nodule they
keep touching the area I
first directed them to touch.
When you find it, don’t let

it go. This does not mean
press really hard on it, this
means stay with it.
Now that you have it,
here is what you do with it.
Pretend you are my vibrator. Rub it fast, faster, faster
oooh yes... ahem, excuse
me, I got a little carried
away there. You should be
able to tell by your women
how much pressure she
wants you to use. If she is
lifting her hips and thrusting her ass towards your
hand, go harder. If she is
retreating into the bed/
sofa/car set, go softer. It
makes sense, don’t you
think? Just remember that
there is no reason to go up
and down along the entire
part of her vagina. Find
that miraculous little
protuberance and stick
with it.
Now the other fun stuff:
penetration. my advice is
fist and foremost: CUT
YOUR FUCKING NAILS!
Think about it: if you are
able to scratch your skin,
think of what you are doing
to that oh-so-sensitive area
inside your loved one/
hook-up/TJ whore. Next,
start off by mixing it up. Go
fast, slow, hard, soft. By her
reactions you should be
able to figure out what she
likes best. I am a hard and
fast kind of girl. Hell yeah!
Don’t try to do both
penetration and stimulate
the clit at the same time.
You’re not going to be able
to do it right so just concentrate on one thing at a time.
Multiple fingers, you
ask? Depends on how
much of a whore she is. If
you can fit them, go for it.
Another tip, and this may
be a personal preference,
wiggle your finger when
you are inside. Don’t start
exploring or anything, but
just give it a little wiggle. It
feels good.
Another common
question I hear is "But
Hooty, what about the
smell?" I am really sorry
that women do not all
smell like peaches but this
is something you are just
going to have to deal with.
I have a couple of helpful
hints. First off, the most
common way to deal with
this situation is to take a
shower together. Besides
the fact that you'll have to
get buttnaked you can
proceed to use Lever 2000
on all of her 2000 parts.
Now I know what you are
thinking, "I don't have a
girlfriend and all I hook up
with is TJ whores? What do
I do about the smell then?"
I thought of an easy way to
be prepered for a situation

like this. F Street carries a
wide range of smelly
lubricants that come in
convienant, disposable,
miniture pouches. Flavors
include banana, caramel,
mint, strawberry and my
favorite, chocolate raspberry. You can slyly whip
out one of these pouches,
squirt a little lovin’ on your
fingers and not only will
the smell be gone but you
will also have extra gliding
action. This way you can
even lick your fingers after.
Mmmmm, butterscotch.
You see, I have thought of
everything.
Look at finger-banging as
a gateway drug. Remember
the first time you got high

on weed and you thought
“This is the best thing ever,
I want to do this every
day!”? Then you moved on
to bigger and better things.
Well, for your women
getting banged can be this
drug. If she likes it, she
WILL want to move on to
bigger and better things.
Put some goddamn effort
into it! I am so fucking sick
and tired of literally
removing guys’ hands from
my area because what they
are doing doesn’t feel good.
I am sick of feeling sorry
for clumsy fingers and sick
of retracting in pain from
pointy nails. Be nice to our
vaginas, and they will be
nice to you.

Beginner:

Intermediate:

Advanced:
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Masturbation: God Send or Goddamn Evil?
By Senator Blackwood
I, unfortunately, had the
displeasure of being raised
catholic. Not to kick dirt on
Catholicism, but it has
changed with the times less
than Screech’s character on
Saved By The Bell. The point
here is that I find most of its
views harsh, even archaic.
Case in point, masturbation.
My warped CCD teacher
(religion class for all of you
lucky kids) made sure to let us
know that masturbation was
an activity like huffing paint;
while easily accessible and
quite enjoyable, it was bad,
very BAD. We’re talking
seventh concentric ring of
Dante’s Inferno bad here.
This was quite the little
quagmire. Do I keep on
masturbating and enjoy my
fall from grace into hell? Or,
should I blindly follow the
church and leave behind my
days filled with hours of
making the bald man cry?
The dilemma weighed heavy
on my conscience, but in the
end I did what was right. I
purchased another season pass
to the amusement park known
as “My Genitals.” With the
church long gone and my dick
riding shotgun, I sped off
along the road of puberty in
hopes of reaching adulthood
along the way.
That was five years ago and
I still haven’t hit adulthood,
actually I’m still looking for
the onramp to puberty, but
that’s a different story all
together. What I’m getting at
here is that along the way I

himself up shit creek without a
discovered something
With only one eye to guide the
paddle and his brain switches
incredible. Call it the trump
way the penis leads us on a
into survival mode.
card of the male psyche, the
shameless quest in search of
The next thought is often
cure all for man’s greatest
the all-mighty orgasm. We
along the lines of, “Maybe if I
weakness: his penis. But
stop at nothing, we are blind
fake a seizure this
before I get to my
girl will think I’m
discovery, let me
dead and take off?”
explain the
More often then
problem I have
not the seizure
with the way my
stunt does work,
brain, like many
but the relief is
other guys,
only temporary.
works.
You eventually
The male brain
have to face the
is like those
music and admit to
experiment
hooking up with
volcanoes you
the girl who wears
made in third
a helmet and is
grade. Nice and
constantly sniffing
simple it has only
her fingers. Ouch.
three working
Well gentlemen, I
components in
am happy to
total: paperintroduce to you
maché, baking
our new trump
soda and vinegar.
card in the battle
On a normal day,
between penis and
a guy is working
brain: the Postwith the first two
Orgasm Thought
ingredients. He
Process, or P.O.T.P.
can think, see and
for short.
act quite
P.O.T.P. is the
reasonably and is
Above: A tragic victim of Onanism. The subject is
way the male brain
in touch with
completely blind and must have his palms shaved
functions after an
reality. Then
daily.
orgasm. It is the
along comes the
time where you
vinegar. Usually
look down at yourself
in the form of some stupid
and we love it. Our brain is
masturbating into your
girl, all giggly and flirtatious;
now turned off and we lose
roommate’s sock and say,
this is where the shit hits the
touch with reality until the
“What the fuck am I doing?”
fan, or in this case, where the
moment a split-second before
Your brain suddenly begins
baking soda meets the vinegar. the orgasm when our brain
working at 100% efficiency
Suddenly what was once a
regains consciousness and
and you are the most rational,
rational being is now reduced
screams, “Oh fuck me! What
honest and intelligent you will
to Jo-Jo the boy idiot and his
has that dick got me into this
ever be. . . honest to God.
brain can be found not in his
time!?” This is when the guy
So here is how our little
thick skull, but his pants.
realizes that he has gotten

Party Reviews

trump card works: the next
time some girl fresh from the
ugly tree whispers in you ear
that she wants to you to “stink
finger” her, rather than asking
her to pick a hand, take a
timeout and run to the
bathroom. While you are in
there do yourself and your
reputation a huge favor and
rub one out really quick. Then
return to said girl and ask
yourself if that opportunity
still sounds so good. I promise
you that 97% if the time it
won’t. As for the other 3% of
the time, just make sure that
she is as drunk as you are so
that the event will erase itself
from history come the next
morning.
So there it is, a free, easy to
use and readily accessible
remedy to the flawed male
psyche. No longer will we be
caught with our dicks in the
cookie jar. But I must warn,
some have been known to take
the whole masturbation thing
to far. Such abuse has left
young men blind and others
with hair growing from their
palms. Keep yourself in
control, check your habits. As
with stuttering, chronic
masturbation is a serious
ailment, not a laughing matter
and needs to be treated so. If
someone you know or love
falls victim to the five fingered
monster, confront them. They
may hate you for taking all of
their tube socks and back
issues of Cosmo, but they’ll
come around, just give them
time.

I just puked
in a urinal!

As reviewed by:

An Important Businessman
and
Our Lord and Savior Who Art in Heaven Jesus Christ
Campus Fee Referendum Post-Election Victory Party
Perhaps you can imagine the mood as an assortment of forlorn individuals
trying to forget their crushing defeat in the election by sipping a few beers. Then
the Koala shows up, drinks all the beer, and leaves. 3600 to 2700, this was a one
star party if I ever saw one. The one star is for the killer new drinking game that I
learned.
Bear Paw’s Friend’s Party
Where to begin, Bear Paw invited me to a party his friends were throwing. One
star for the hosts being cool. One star for having a shit load of beer and alcohol.
One star for having Carne Asada, and other food, and another star for smoking
me out. Minus one star for not that many people showing up cause the rain. All in
all a good party with nice people, pot and beer, could life get any better?

Playboy Party; Scripps St. a couple months ago
Holy Shit. Right off the bat, I have to say this party gets five stars. People were
having sex in my living room, the hallway, my roommate’s bedroom: everywhere.
There was plenty of alcohol, and somehow it was all consumed. Apparantly 15

How to get your party reviewed in The Koala:
1. Organize a party.
2. Email editor@thekoala.org with an invitation.
Also, it helps if you actually throw the party at the
scheduled time and location. Due to finite manpower, it
is possible that not all invitations will be met,
particularly during popular weekends.

gallons of jungle juice just wasn’t enough for these chicks. Girls were dressed for
TJ, one wearing only seran wrap for a top. The men were given the freedom of
walking around in boxers and a beer. Basically, the idea for the night was, “get
fucked up and get laid.” I just wish I could remember more of this party but
unfortunately the THC and alcohol levels in my body made it impossible. Once
again, five stars... THAT was a fucking party.

Smoke-Off 2001, May 10th:
Do you think you can beat Bryce’s record of smoking an entire gram in 6:10?
Well, Doug thought he could. With an official time of 4:28, it turns out he was
right. Unfortunately for Doug, his victory was destined to be short-lived, as Bryce
quickly countered with a record-shattering time of 3:40. One thing became clear in
the course of this contest: someone needs to invent a contraption to quickly and
conveniently load bowls. Only then will we see the 2-minute mark broken.

Official Koala Ratings Scale
Richard Simmons.
Richard Nixon.
Mojo Nixon.
Mr. Mojo Risin’
Gene Simmons.
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More
Personals
successful, I think that you
should eliminate "sperm
donor" (professional
masturbator) off your list.
to the hot guy that works at
the co-op. i'm just going to go
straight to the point. you're
gay, i'm gay, so let's fuck.
simple as that. i'm bent over
waiting for your throbbing
heat to enter my body. so cum
on over!
from,
hot and horny
to the girl with nappy ass
blonde hair in europe. you are
overweight, yet you wear
nasty ass clothes that went out
of style in... oh wait! they
never were in style! do
something with your hair, and
please buy decent clothes. you
have no excuse wearing what
you wear. get rid of the cell
phone, and maybe you can
afford decent clothes. and
please, no more dumb
questions in mmw discussion.
nobody likes you in the class
anyways, so we don't want to
hear your annoying voice
constantly.
This message is for the guy
with the stupid looking
mustache who took ECE 20B
and MATH 20E in winter
quarter. YOU ASK TOO
MANY FUCKIN
QUESTIONS... STUPID ONES
TOO!!! You obviously don't
know shit so please do all of
us a favor and switch majors
so we don't have to put up
with your stupidity in any
more of our classes. -Every
single UCSD EE major
To my statics tutor:
Thank goodness for spring
and its ability to convince girls
to wear less clothing...You
looked absolutely boobalicious for our last meeting
and I spent the whole class
period mentally undressing
you. I would do horribly
naughty, naughty things to
you given the opportunity.
And with a body like yours, I
would be more than happy to
ravage you for hours on end
with no reciprocation. So give
me a chance, huh?
Lustfully yours,
(yeah right, like I'd tell you
who wrote this.)
To all those ignorant-ass
biznitches who think they are
ghetto. YOU'RE NOT. You go
to fucking UC San Diego. And
stop saying shit is "gay."
Seriously, I'm this close to
going around campus calling
people fucking heteros. Does
"dat shit's hella gay yo" sound
ghetto to you? You're not
ghetto. Ice Cube is ghetto. Ice
Cube doesn't say that shit is
gay. If you're going to talk shit,
don't try to sound ghetto in
your fucking '00 Honda Civic
and your Abercrombie
sweater. Try using that 1400
SAT brain you got into UCSD
with and talk shit with the
smallest shred of intelligence.
You're reading the Koala.
That's intelligent shit and it's
funny. You're not. And no, I'm
not gay. I have a girlfriend at a
Cal State school and chicks
there are beyond your

spoogiest little UC fantasy, so
get up off me.
-reality
To Brittany, Natalie, and Sam You hoes are the hottest three
bitches this side of the
Canadian border. I've got a
couple bucks if you all wanna
go at once. All I'm sayin' is
while I've been doing the girls
at SDSU, I've been picturing
your asses. Next to you, the
hottest bitches the Koala staff
can dream of are testicleshitting rectal warts. You
bitches are game tight.
-ze lovenator
"meso-2,3-Butanediol is
prepared from (Z)-2-butene.
Suggest a reagent that can be
used for this transformation"
What the fuck! You o-chem
bitch Ege. Why don't you
write something in english for
christ's sake. Damn.
To that tall black haired cutie
who works at the Co-Op, man
you are beautiful. I'd like to
see if the curtains match the
carpet, you dig?
To Bobby Dynes,
How come you never call me
anymore? Don't you
remember all the fun we had?
The Coke, the sex, the endless
nights of passion? I saw you
hanging out with Doc a few
nights ago, and I got insanely
jealous. I want us to be
together, so let me know what
your decision is. Is it me or
Doc?
Sexually Yours,
Tesh
To my neeya Leong,
Whats with the daisy
duke shorts, they are so short i
can see your hip bone. Quit
flaunting those legs of yours.
And Stop getting our asses
caught when you copy our
homework like a xerox
machine. Eat a dick!
Da Crew
Chrystal,
I thought we were going to
share our passionate goat love
with each other, what
happened? Come, you can't
deny the urges you feel,
succumb to the feeling and
become the farmer of my goats
of LUST!!!
P.S. I'm horny.
Hey you sexyyy computer
science boy. You know who u
are...there's no other halfdecent computer science guys!
Yeah, I see you looking at me
in class and I just wanted to let
you know that your hardware
really gets me going. Maybe
we can hookup sometime and
you can insert your floppy
disk into my zip drive. So stop
drooling over me like all the
other computer science guys
and actually come up and talk
to me. Will you help me code?
Some people call me a "codewhore"...but I prefer the term
"programming-partner". Much
love.... SexyJavaMinx
Attention COMPUTER
SCIENCE DORKS!! (98.4% of
you CS guys) I'm sick and
tired of you disgusting losers
staring at me just cuz I'm
actually female and not
fucking UGLY. I walk into
class and know that compared
to the other 3 girls in the class
I'm the fucking best looking
one and that all you computer
nerds would just loooove to

insert your floppy disks into
my zip drive. Well I'm telling
you losers that I'd never let
any of your "micro-softs"
anywhere near MY zip drive!
The worst of you dorks are the
old nasty 40-something year
old computer guys that look at
me and molest me in their sick
heads. What pathetic fucks
you all are. I wouldn' NEVER
date a computer science nerd
so I hope you never get sick of
playing counterstrike!!!
P.S. Take a shower. Please???
To the dumbshit scooter driver
in the carpentry shop at
housing maint. you drive like
your on drugs. Pull your head
out of your ass and look where
your going. If you come close
to me again I'm going to cram
my foot up your ass. Eat me
asshole
HI koala, u suck doneky dick
and then u can take that shit
and shuve it up your ass u
dumb hoes ,
'love fuck duck shcuk
Hey koala u smell so good in
bed i wanna cumm all over
your hariy DICK and sucki t
up and dow n so you can put
it in the CV menu cv IS THE
BEST MASTURBATION SPOT
EVER!! fUCK yeaH!! I ONVE
SHIT IN THE PALACE hMM
ONCE I WNE TOS THE
FREEAZER AND THEN
PUTT MY ASSHOLE IN THE
pizza pie!!!
hahahhahahahhahhaha
AND THEN I CAN PUT THE
RABBITTS IN MY
COMPUTER SO I CAN
HYPERDRIVE INTO SPACE
SO I CAN GO IN TO THE
MATRIX THANG YOU
KNOW WHAT IM SAYING?
ME SOO VERY VERY VERY
VERY FUUUNY
HAHAHAHHA
to cock-biter who stole my tub
of KY and my Abercrombie &
Fitch catalog: you dilhole, if
you don't return my
paraphenalia immediately, I'll
assign a 2nd foreign language
to all Revelle students!!
-Tom Bond
to all stoners: everyone,
whenever you buy a bag of
schwag, collect the seeds and
pollinate the campus!
seriously, imagine how cool it
would be to come back in 10
years and have the campus
infested with cannabis!
to that guy who whacks off
into library books and then reshelves them: you sick piece
of.... oh wait, that's me!
when are all you sluts gonna
realize that A HAIRY PUSSY
IS A NASTY PUSSY!! a little
landing strip can look cute,
but seriously, what guy wants
to take a big bite of fuzz? also,
i've noticed a correlation
between hairy pussy and that
bitter, creamy pussy juice (F =
34.55, p <0.001, df = 69, R^2 =
0.762). see, that's the reason
the guy is done munching
your box after a whole 15
seconds! girls, for the love of
humanity, expose your
gorgeous slits to the world!!
to that cute girl i always see:
hey, i think you're really
beautiful, but I'm too shy to
talk to you. go ahead, be
forward and let me know you
dig me; a damp pair of panties
is the perfect icebreaker for

me!
why do hot dogs come in
packs of 10 and hot dog buns
in packs of 8?
To that stupid ass bizatch (aka
Mi Phuck) who is my freinds
Warren suite mate,
What is with you? Does your
tenuous grip on reality leave
you upon entering the suite?
Get a clue! For instance: Burn
the altar to your loser junior
college cookie-cutter
Abercrombie wearing
boyfreind. You'd think that the
first fifty pics of him would be
enough. Engaged to be
engaged? What the hell does
that mean, if he had any brains
he would find some better
looking throw down to fingerbang.
P.S. Clean the goddamned
toilet for once, your fucking
blood stains are running down
the sides onto the floor. Ever
heard of Tampax?!?
to the fly earth 102 ladies:
reveal yourselves! unmask
your hidden desire to be with
me! you want my fine ass
now? let me know. i'll make
love to you until the break of
dawn. with much love,
loverboy sitting next to the
blond girl.
Kelsin (K.C.B), why won't you
stay signed up for my mailing
list?
Love,
Ben Schumin
To the loud ass motherfuckers
upstairs in Douglas,
Please stop fucking the
floors!!! You all are so fucking
loud, what the fuck could you
possibly be doing at 3 in the
fucking morning, EVERY
morning?!?! Your apartment is
all guys, so it kinda makes me
wonder how you could be so
fucking loud during the night.
Please be more curteous of the
girls downstairs and when
you have your loud apartment
orgies, ass fuck each other on
top of the bed, so there is more
cushioning and we don't have
to hear your loud ass grunts
and moans every night.
Thanks so much, your loving
neighbors downstairs
To the gorgeous ECE TA,
You make me want to
tap that hot asian ass. Let me
take advantage of your sweet
giggles and turn them into
moans of passion. Thanks for
the ass shots during the final,
much love , your boy.
Berrang
to staffers of all campus
publications except the koala:
why do you even bother?
There once was a man from
UCSD
And he could not, for his life,
get any
So he gave a prayer to Allah
And he joined the koala
And now he gets pussy-aplenty.
to that cute girl i always see:
hey, i think you're really
beautiful, but I'm too shy to
talk to you. go ahead, be
forward and let me know you
dig me; a damp pair of panties
is the perfect icebreaker for
me!
This message is for the
energetic babe I met in the
shuttle the week before finals:
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Pleeeease send me an email at
alexiani@hotmail.com oh and
how was that trip?
I'd just like to officially thank
the University for their Admit
Day on Saturday, April 7th.
Not only did they manage to
attract 11,000 high school
students to our campus, but
50% of those students were
female! That equals 5,500
fresh, beautiful, barely legal,
easily impressionable women
that came to our campus
looking for a good time. Most
of them were quite hot indeed,
and considering the overall
suckiness of UCSD's women,
they became a sight for sore
eyes. So Mr. Dynes, I salute
you and give you my thanks
in starting off the Spring
quarter with a bang. I look
forward to next year's
extravaganza.
To 95 percent of UCSD, Fuck
You. Everyone one of you
cocksucking smokers who
can't walk to feet to throw
away your butts, I hope your
home goes up in flames. Any
worthless piece of shit who
can't manage to put there soda
can in the recycle, you deserve
a painful death. And anyone
who has a truck or SUV in San
Diego, chance are, you deserve
to be shot. I might not be the
smartest, but I'm a hell of a lot
smarter than all you pieces of
shit.
To the two finest slooty hoos I
ever did see. You know who
you are. I saw you two vixens
at the water polo games on
satruday the 7th. Glad to have
seen you two, and I did notice
that one of you was checkin
me out, hope to act on it babes.
To the blondie with the hot
pants in my psych class,
One word, honey:
Cameltoe!!!!!!
To all those dumb, anal-sex
loving sluts in that threelettered sorority staring with
"A"... Get those fucking bows
out of your hair. A dog looks
cuter wearing one after she's
been to the groomer than your
sorry asses. As if you're not
annoying enough, the stupid
yarn bows really don't help
your reputation much. --A
concerned student
Male models needed for
painting. meet me at
mandeville last night in May
at midnight. i will be the girl
with the canvas. nudity is not
required. bring music, friends,
food whatever. no speedos
please.
WOLF FLOW
Katie,
Your hot pink pants and
wild hair get me all hot and
bothered. How about I seduce
you in sign language and you
show me your inverse matrix
in 20f. After that we'll hit the
hot tub and we can make some
steamy linear algebra of our
own. That's the way Uh huh
uh huh I like it.
-DQ
To the so-called "ladies" of Pi
Bitchy Phi...
maybe if your daddies didn't
always bail your ass out and
you were able to make your
own god damn money, or
maybe even if you figured out
that although you are all "tall,
tan, and blonde", you're still
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Personals
Onslaught
Continues
beat as fuck, you'd realize that
you really aren't all that. hate
to be the one to break it to you
but you girls are straight
bitches. MAYBE there are a
handfull of you that are
actually nice and decent girls,
but let me tell you, the rest of
you fuckin' skanks give all of
you a bad name. so take your
bleached-blonde, fake-tanning,
wanna-be barbie self, and
transfer your ass to state!
smooches,
you-make-me-anti-greek
Does anybody else think prof
Harvey looks like Kelly Slater?
For Sale: My Vote
Asking price: 1 cookie obo
To the psych bitch with the
boobs,
Quit acting like you’re the
shit. Big, sagging boobs may
get you into a sorority and the
attention of every loser in the
class, but what I got, you can’t
buy for $995 in West
Hollywood. Hope you never
have the nagging doubt that
the man you married only did
it for the tits.
Not jealous at all
I guess everyone is
complaining about me.
Initially, I’m that guy who
always asks questions in class.
Secondly, I then proceed to
kick ass on the midterms and
finals and set the curve so high
that you actually have to study

The UCSD “KOALLA”
to earn your C-. Maybe if you
devoted a couple of seconds to
seeking a correlation between
the above mentioned personal
characteristics, you might
graduate from UCSD with,
gasp, an education. Well, I’m
not worried. As long as
Mommie and Daddie are
paying and the Koala
Personals section is there to
make you feel like you are cool
because everyone else
validates your “opinion,” you
can be cool and I’ll be
successful. I hope you enjoy
your life, because I’m enjoying
mine.
#275, the guy with 95’s all the
way across
For the guy with the “Got
DNA?” shirt, Right on. I’ve
been waiting for that joke to
die, too.
Scrawny chick who keeps
jocking me in biology, You’d
be really hot if we were both
14, but you‘re definitely going
to have to hit puberty before
you get serious consideration.
Yours,
The guy with the hat
To Guru, the BIPN 105 TA:
You are so hot that sometimes
I want to just lay you out on a
lab table and stimulate you
until you fire action potentials
all over my face and tits. Just
thought you should know.
To all female UCSD
cockblowers! When your man
is about to give you your daily
ration, don't stop the up-down
movement!!! Please!!! Dont
just stop moving, bobb on that
penis! How would you like it
if we just stopped lapping the
clit when you reached the
pearly gates of peasuredom?
Give your man the smooth
sensations he deserves, and
inhance those 5 seconds of

pleasure you give him! You
just might get a free dinner out
of it. Sweetheart, I hope you're
reading this . . .
Sincerely,
Alumnus who never got a
good blow job his entire 4
years at UCSD.
Mmmm... this one goes out to
ME 150 & especially 200. You
never looked hotter when you
chased us and tried to spray
us with ketchup. Forget just
Ivan, we want to Philander
with all of you. Thanks for the
eggs-- maybe we can get
something cooking sometime.
Love, Top Floor Next Door.
P.S. You are, and always will
be, our bitches.
A note to the AS wankers who
were told they could MC
Winterfest. First of all, when
you have a microphone, there
is really no need to yell. We
can hear you. Second of all,
when both of you clowns yell
into your respective
microphones at the same time,
none of us can understand
what the hell either of you are
saying. You are just making
really irritating noise at a high
decibel level. Third of all, you
thought you were really going
to get the crowd pumped up
with that "booty shake"
contest, didn't you? Until
someone set you straight and
told you that UCSD does not
equal Tijuana. As much as
you would like to have been
responsible for a faux wet tshirt/drunk chicks kissing/
beer bottle fucking hump fest
at RIMAC, in your freaking
dreams. You are dumbshits
for thinking that anyone at
UCSD would let you do that
just because you thought it
would be hella funny. And I'm
sure you thought it would be
HELLA funny since HELLA is
a HELLA stupid word. Fourth
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of all, yelling, "Make some
noy-oyse!" a hundred times in
a row does not mean that you
are fulfilling your MC
obligations in any way, shape,
or form. Well, unless you
consider your MC duties to
piss off everyone who was
enjoying the old school music
until you started shouting into
your aforementioned
microphones. Lastly, although
this was obvious to everyone
who was at Winterfest,
obviously you need to be told
that you SUCK ASS!!!!
Shane, this is my last chance to
tell you that you are HOT!!
Unfreakingbelievably hot!!
Tarun, you know that I want
to Bajaj you.
To all you lousy ass slackers
especially those chemical
engineers who just hang
around the S&E studying way
to hard for classes, get out and
see the world.
-HK
TO FAT BITCH JEN AT
ROOSEVELT COLLEGE IN
THE EUROPE DORMS: GOD
FUCKING DAMN YOU ARE
NASTY!!! LOSE SOME WAIT
YOU BIG PORKER AND GET
BIGGER CLOTHES, YOU
MAKE EVERYONE SICK!
YOU WANNA BE HOT? EAT
LESS AND EXERCISE LARD
ASS!!! FROM AN OUTSIDE
OBSERVER
To all you staffers at the K, all
us potheads over here at Muir
just wanted you to know that
it puts a smile on our face
every time we remember that
our tuition money is going
towards a fine humor
publication such as your's.
Nowhere else on campus can
one find a paper that promotes
both 40's of Old English as

well as smokin' a bong in the
same issue. Light one up for
us the next time you smoke
out. You are all invited to
come smoke with us anytime
you want. Just show your
Koala ID card, and let the
good times roll.
-The kids of Muir
Skittles have a new flavor!
Apple!
This is for that Indian guy on
the UCSD bhangra team that
goes by pinky.
You don't know me but I saw
you in the culture show, and I
couldn't believe how hot you
were and on top of that you
did sooo many dances. You're
the best guy dancer I have
ever seen in my life. Maybe
you can show me some of
your moves one day. I'd really
love to learn them from
someone as hot as you. I don't
know if I should tell you this
but you're always in my
dreams.
- Your rani
Wanted hot E. Engineering
girls:
Yeah I know it’s like a myth.
Like you’re never suppose to
find one. Like Sasquatch or the
pork in can o’ pork and beans
but come on I mean all we’re
asking is for one. I see all those
fine chicks "studying"
humanities (a.k.a. house wife)
and I’m thinking why don’t
you hum. guys send some of
them down this way. Dude,
share the wealth! Ok lets make
a deal here. We’ll trade all of
EE girls for just one hot babe. I
know it isn’t much, but hey
some of you future house-men
are going to have figure out
how to support yourself and
an EE girl isn’t a bad idea.
Is it a problem is I can’t feel
my limbs?

How Not To Write Personals: An In-Depth Exposé
We here at The Koala recieve
many, many personal
submissions for every issue. It
is obvious from their content
that the student body relies on
the Koala personals as an
outlet for a wide range of
feelings including academic
frustration, interpersonal
stress and repressed deviant
sexual cravings. However, it is
also apparent that many
students, even at such an
esteemed university as ours,
still have trouble effectively
organizing and expressing
their thoughts in writing. As
such, we put forward this
article to help students to
make their personals more
eloquent, meaningful and
humorous. Let’s take a look at
a personal that starts out
pretty good and goes
downhill, as so many do:
TO: UCSD students
Have you pussies
always been a bunch of pathetic
shit talking, never getting laid,
imature gimp mother fuckers?
Nothing epitomizes UCSD
culture better than the weak suck
personals you gimps write. None
of you HAVE SEX, none of you
have ever gotten in a real fight, so
why expose the rest of us to your
ignorant bull shit? None of you
are funny. Aside from the
occasional creative entry the

theme is this:
1. I want to fuck you but I don't
talk to the opposite sex much.
2. I have a problem with you but
I'm too much of a pussy ass bitch
to say anything cause mommy
didn't teach me how to take care
of shit so I'll just talk shit about
my roommates and classmates
and whoever else I'm too much of
a pussy to confront.
3. I'm a anal fucking nerd and
need to post about people
smelling, talking or having a
fuckin good time around me. They
should be a critical and vacuous
waste of existence like myself.
Up to this point, this
personal is pretty good. While
a roughly 8th grade grammar
level is apparent, the sentences
are nevertheless
comprehensible when read
aloud. The author also seems
to possess above-average
insight into the predictable,
monotone flavor of most
personals. Also, the last
sentence effectively uses
vocabulary to tersely and
causticly express the author’s
feelings. Let’s look at the next
part of the personal:
-to the guy who told the dickless
wonders to sit down: Your cool, I
smile at these pussies just to
watch them scurry for a stall.
-to the scooter dude, I completely

usage of “your,” number
inconsistencies and general
poor grammar, we feel that
the author is probably just too
god damned stupid to see that
he is directly contradicting
himself. Also, the implied
superiority of long boarders to
scooter riders immediately
identifies the author as not
only a loser, but a loser who is
stuck in the annoying fad
from three years ago (long
boards) and is jealous of the
current annoying fad
(scooters). Let’s look at the last
section of this personal:

Above: The author of this
sorry-ass excuse for a
personal.
agree every time I see one of these
guys on scooters I imagine a full
swing of my long board knocking
them on their ass as their scooter
continues unabated.
Etc etc
Here, we see the personal
begin to deteriorate. The
inclusion of two typical peeranger themed personals
immediately after the author’s
diatribe against their inherent
wimpiness is so striking that
we wonder if it was
intentional. However, noting
the run-on sentences, incorrect

TO:KOALLA
5 years ago you guys knew how
to hit a bong and drink your
fellows under the table. Now you
cant even think of something
funny to write about? Write
about what happened in your
unreal tournament last night it
would be funnier than your
ignorance regarding sex, violence
and drugs. After reading all the
prepubescent angst and generally
pathetically immature male
humor contained in this issue I
just have one thing to say:
***FUCK YOU ALL ***
-to the "help a nigga out" gimp
are you black? If I was driving id
have given you that fuckin moron
look at the very least.(your
probably used to that)The way
you guys are going "I work for

the Koalla" will soon warrant an
immediate ass kicking. (your
probably used to that)
Lovingly the dude with the
longboard and poncho, though I
graduate in CE next quarter so if
you want to take up the issue
personally with me you'll have to
do it soon.
Probably the most striking
feature of this last section,
apart from the repeated
misspelling of “Koala” and the
total disregard for grammar, is
that the author has managed
to undermine his own stance
yet again. Dumbfoundingly, a
second complaint about
immature male humor is
followed by two
unsubstantiated threats of
physical violence. This also
further defeats the author’s
earlier (correct) point that
anonymous shit-talking is
equivalent to cowardice. Next,
the author makes the mistake
of attempting to flaunt his illconceived style of a longboard
and a poncho. The last nail in
this personal’s coffin is the
attempt to impress the reader
with his major, which is
greatly compounded by the
fact that CE is an overflow
major for dipshits who aren’t
smart enough for real
engineering majors like CS or
EE.
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PERSONALS
We did not write these personals. Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Joe Watson wrote these personals after hearing that his Campus Life Fee Referendum
didn’t pass. Again. Shortly after writing these personals, the vein in his forehead finally exploded, splattering all over Assistant Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Tommy Tucker’s brand new suit, recently purchased from the Men’s Warehouse.
To that idiotic old guy who
sits in the front in Winter ECE
108: Shut the fuck up! You ask
the dumbest questions, and
annoy the hell out of everyone
else. "How do you do a
frequency response?" Hellooo
Mr. Dumbass? Anyone there?
AC sweep, clearly! None of us
like you, not your lab partner,
not Coles, no one. Ask
another stupid question, and
I'll personally shove that
carpal-tunnel wrist brace up
your arse! Eh?
To that supa fine hot chick at
the VAF party last month,
DAMN! I wanted that top
notch hiene sooo bad, I had to
restrain myself, even though
the endless supply of wine
and the Rolling Rock Keg
lowered my inhibitions so
much, I almost just walked
over to you and groped you
inapropiately. If that guy
wasn't there with you, I
would have been all
over you like
white on rice.
[Ed note:
pussy.]

bookstore, and write, write,
write...
To that hot ass girl in 140A,
Gen, Damn, you are fine, I
want to find out more about
your organic chemistry.
To all these ugly bitches at
UCSD, Give up the booty, or
all the guys are going to SDSU
on saturdays to get their
groove on, and leaving your
ugly asses to watch
Blockbuster movies on the
weekends.
Why is it that all the doors to
the cool areas of campus (i.e.
the roofs and tunnels) are
locked? Fuckin' Regents...
To Dustin and Ethan, I want
your mega-cocks, giving me
double penetration, and then
maybe if one more
koala staffer feels up to
it, they can fill my 3rd
hole as

that we've come down to San
Diego. We truly appreciate
your hospitality. To all you
fuckin UCSD ugly ass hoes,
the black man in the house
(my baby, the best looking
man at UCSD) and I are taking
a break right now, so don't
touch him if you've got some
crabs and shit crawlin all up in
your coochie. I don't want to
have to come down to SD to
regulate on your asses. It
won't be pretty to have a crazy
ass black girl from LA beating
on you and ripping every
motha fuckin strand of your
hair out. And for my girl, don't
touch the cute tatooed white
boy in the house either. Thank
you for your cooperation. Ok,
we out!!!
--The USC Girls Who Go Wild
in T.J.
P.S. For all y'all who are

Dear Dustin,
why the fuck don't you return
my calls? Our sons are 4 and 7
now, and still not a damn
word from you. What do I
have to do to get a little child
support now and then, huh?
Spread my legs for you in the
media lounge again? Hell no!
That's how our 2nd "accident"
happened in the first place.
Shit, if you don't chough up
some dough soon, I'll have to
sexually take advantage of
you (again) and then when
you fall asleep after blowing
your load in 4 seconds, I'll just
swipe your wallet and credit
cards. Burn in hell shit head.
Love,
Karen
To all those pre-med fuckoffs
who are getting 100 out of 100
on the 140A O-Chem
midterms, STOP IT! You are
killing the curve, and making
the rest of us fail, even though
we get what should be a B on
the test. Go jump off AP & M,
and have your friends cheer
when they find out there is
one less person to compete
with in O-Chem.
To all stairwell griffiti artits,
we must unite! Sure they
painted over all the history in
McGill, but we can start fresh
with that new blank canvas.
Get a sharpie from the

well. I'm coming to the
meeting on Friday, so
bring lots of beer to
fuck me up first! Some
Weed would help too.
-Lauren
[Ed note: You’ve got it
all backwards. YOU
bring US beer and weed
and then we’ll think about it.]
If anyone likes tunneling, meet
me at the AP&M Tunnels
entrance (That's in the
basement dummy) at 8 pm on
the Friday before Finals. We'll
take back this school from the
Bottom up!
Dynes Posse ownes your ass
To my boyfriend in
Comm139a... I love your hair
and constant irrelevant banter.
When I get bored I just
imagine you pumping me
from behind in the outhouse
like Falwell's mom. Its always
refershing to talk about
something that just keeps us
later in class. What? We're
getting out early? No! I'd so
much rather see you annoy the
prof with your endless
stupidity and fountain of
useless information. I dream of
your finger in the prof's ass,
you cracker.
Why does pussy smell so
nasty?
To the boys of Stressmann
Street,
We want to thank you for
letting us stay at your place for
the past 2 out of 3 weekends

TO THE DUMB BITCH WHO
SITS IN THE BACK OF POLI
110B AND ASKS INANE
QUESTIONS: SHUT THE
FUCK UP AND BUY A
DICTIONARY, YOU FAT
WHORE!
Cordially,
-Your fellow
classmates
To the fucking girls
across the hall from us
in Warren,
Quit telling us to turn
down our music at
fucking 11 o'clock just
because you need
your damn beauty
rest. We're in fucking
college now, so loosen
up and come over and
party with us
sometime instead of
pretending that you're
too good for the whole
world.
S.C.

I will stop at nothing!
The Price Center WILL
be expanded, and the
fountains shall run red
with the blood of the
nonbelievers!!
MUHAHAHAHA!

To all
those
stuck
up
sorrority
bitches,
get a
frigin'
clue. In
five years
those mellons
will be around your
waist, so stop fucking telling
everyone how damn hot you
are, becuase soon even
Revelle students will turn
down sex from you.

and pull my covers over my
head it means I don't want to
talk to you. In fact, I don't like
talking to you ever because it
is usually only a one sided
pointless conversation about
some meaningless thing that
you did when you were 12.
Get a life, get a clue, get a
boyfriend, shut up, stop
talking about GAP and how
much you love working there
and stop chewing with your
fucking mouth open. YOU
ARE NOT THAT
INTERESTING! IN FACT YOU
ARE JUST FUCKING
ANNOYING!

looking for some good looking
men and/or women, LA is
where it's at!!!
To that girl giving it up in the
hallway at that playboy party
last weekend, DAMN! To that
dude who was bopping her,
fuck you, slut
To that hot hot hot Econ 2A TA
from winter quarter 01, damn
you are fine. I want you so
bad, I took the class just to
stare at you all through
lecture.
Why is it that York Hall
doesn't smell like a York
Peppermint pattie?
To my roomate: learn to hang
up some fucking toilet paper,
if I have to hobble to the
cupboard one more time
because of your inconsiderate
fucked up ways, i will wipe
my ass on all of your ugly ass
clothes.
Don't tell me about how lovely
the view from our bedroom
window is when last year your
bitchy ass promised me I
could have it and upon arrival
after summer you had stolen
it.
Finally, when I turn off the
light, get in my bed, roll over

Hey Koala, This
publication is the
SHIT. I laughed so
hard I jizzed all over
some unsuspecting 17
year old virgin chick
named "Misty" Oh
yeah, and to that DUMB
FUCK WHORE COCK TEASE
"Jen" you piece of shit, you
shouldn't let some guy (me)
touch your clit and lick your
tits, and then not call them
back ever. That's fucking rude.
Damnit at least you could
have let me tag that ass, or
given me a blow job, maybe I
would have forgiven you.
-Some Horny guy
To those fucking ugly bitches
in last quarter theater 124
class. shut the fuck up! you
laugh like fucking hyenas. we
can all hear you from the back
of the class. what the fuck is
wrong with you??? hey, and to
that ugly ass asian bitch, you
look like your from fucking
mars. where the fuck did you
come from? all you do is
fucking talk and talk and talk
all during class. why the fuck
did you go to class? i hope i
never see your ugly face again.
To that hottie in my bio 122
class...i've been checkin you
out all quarter. it's time to
make my move. i hope to see
you in my bio 112 class. give
me a damn sign or
something...
To our theater 124 professor.

you suck. you can lick my ass
with your dirty ass cult
tongue. all you do is read the
damn notes printed from the
internet. get a real job. the t.a.'s
teach better than you. it's
disgusting that you enjoy
watching transfestites give
blow jobs to other men. you
make me sick!
To the tough guys at Rimac
who feel the need to yell while
lifting wieghts,
SHUT THE FUCK UP!
Annoyed
To the guys who play Counter
Strike,
GET A FUCKING LIFE. You
are fucking pathetic. Maybe if
you spent less time playing
that god damn game you
could get out and find a girl to
fuck instead taking it up the
ass from your roommate.
"To the DUMB, DUMB, DUMB
bitch in my hum 1 class" who
wrote these very same words
in the March 12th issue. Oh
dear. Where do I begin. Just
like how William Bridges'
father is saying that his son
and Jenna Bush are just
friends, you are in denial. The
skanky ass bitch you see 5
days a week is yourself in the
mirror when you go to see if
your closed mind is morphing
you to the state that Patrick
Stewart was in when he took
the role of Captain Ahab. On
the weekends, your mind is
open only because of the cock
shoved into it. You cannot
write something you cannot
justify, by the way. This means
that you cannot call someone a
loser if you've never met the
person. Perhaps he seems like
a loser because he wouldn't
value your friendship. I'm
happy that you called the
Asian kid asian. But you must
remember that Hum 1 only
involves the Hebrew bible.
Jesus is no where in the
Tanakh. Since you are the one
who brought up Jesus in an
issue not having anything to
do with it, perhaps you have a
"stiffy for anything that
involves Jesus." So, I know
you're a male with a nonAsian ethnicity who jacks off
while reading the bible,
because the optical index of
your cream is appropriate to
bending the light on the word
"YHWH" to look like "Jesus"
due to the fact that your sperm
count is low. A few words of
advice: If you plan to become

Word!
Submit YOUR
personals at
www.thekoala.org
RIGHT NOW.

